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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Many jurisdictions are focused on achieving very low or net-zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
mid-century, bringing a spotlight to the biggest challenges in decarbonization. The transportation sector
is responsible for about one-quarter of global GHG emissions and emissions are growing, even in the
developed world where other emissions are generally flat. Liquid fuels made from oil dominate the sector;
they are easy to transport and store, contain a great deal of energy for their weight and volume, and enable
use of internal combustion engines. The degree of difficulty in decarbonizing transport varies across the
sector. Electrification is relatively easy for smaller vehicles that travel shorter distances carrying lighter
loads. For these vehicles, the added weight of a battery is less of a hindrance and the inherently simpler
and more efficient electric motor and drivetrain (the system that delivers power from the motor to the
wheels) make up for some of the weight penalty. However, the heavier forms of transportation are among
the fastest growing, meaning that we must consider solutions for these more difficult vehicles as well. The
challenge of decarbonizing these sectors and the technologies to overcome these challenges are global,
but this paper focuses on policy options in the United States.
Medium and heavy trucking and other forms of heavy ground transportation represent a middle
ground in the decarbonization challenge. Vehicles that travel set routes in limited areas represent the
low-hanging fruit for electrification. City buses, urban delivery vehicles, and equipment at ports can be
recharged at a central location or at wireless pads along the way, and these vehicles are leading the
way in heavy vehicle decarbonization. Longer distances and heavier loads bring additional challenges,
especially the weight of the battery and the very high power needs for fast charging. Chargers rated
as high as 3 megawatts are under development to charge tractor-trailers and West Coast utilities are
looking at building charging stations with a maximum load of 23.5 megawatts. Such heavy loads for
vehicle charging will require grid upgrades, especially in rural areas.
Aviation and maritime shipping share important characteristics, despite being the most and least GHGintensive forms of transport, respectively. These modes carry heavy loads with little or no opportunity for
frequent refueling, except for short shuttle flights for airliners or ferries for maritime transport. The energy
density of oil-based fuels is particularly important in these sectors. Low carbon fuels that can be dropped
into the current fuel mix are likely to be important in decarbonizing both sectors, allowing progress despite
25- to 30-year lifespans of airliners and container ships. In aviation, efficiency is already reducing per-mile
emissions; new planes are as much as 25% more efficient than older models and more improvements are
expected. Biomass-derived jet fuel is available today, but the supply of waste oil feedstock is not sufficient
to meet demand. Biofuels from cellulosic crops and agricultural wastes are possibilities for the future, as
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are hydrogen and fuels made from hydrogen and captured carbon dioxide. Liquified natural gas (LNG) is a
lower-carbon option for maritime shipping that also meets the low-sulfur fuel requirement that took effect
in January 2020. Bio- and waste-based fuels are also longer-term options in shipping, similar to aviation.
Decarbonization of heavy transport lags behind other sectors, but spillover effects can help. For
example, some advanced biofuel technologies produce a range of fuels, similar to making a range of
fuels from crude oil. Today’s supply of bio-jet fuel comes from such processes, despite a lack of policy
for jet fuel decarbonization. More synergies could emerge if carbon capture becomes a common way
to decarbonize difficult stationary sources of GHGs, like some industrial processes. Captured carbon
dioxide (CO2) can be combined with hydrogen produced with renewable electricity to make liquid fuels.
Technology exists to decarbonize the heavy transport sector, although many advanced technologies
are expensive and not proven at scale. The challenge for policymakers will be keeping technology
advances and policy in alignment as the technology advances. The COVID-19 pandemic adds a degree
of difficulty, since it is unclear how it may shift demand and consumer preferences in transport. For
example, consumers may remain reluctant to use urban public transport, and shorter supply chains
may be attractive to businesses seeking to become more resilient in the face of a global disruption.

DECARBONIZATION GOALS GET SERIOUS

to the COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, as states
across the nation and the globe have reopened
their economies, emissions have begun to increase
rapidly.10

In October 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) issued a warning that the
world needs to reduce global greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions by 45% by around 2030 and reach netzero emissions by 2050 to avert the worst impacts
of climate change.1 However, meeting these goals
would require very deep cuts in GHG emissions
in the coming decades. For this reason, scientific
focus and political momentum toward deep
decarbonization of the economy has been growing
recently.

Most discussion about reducing emissions focuses
on the power sector, and for good reason. Costs for
renewable electricity generation have plummeted
in recent years and emissions reductions in the
power sector are generally easiest and cheapest.
But if the world is to achieve deep decarbonization
to avoid the worst impacts of climate change,
decarbonizing the electricity sector is not enough.

The European Union, through its European Green
Deal, aims to achieve net-zero GHG emissions by
2050.2 Meanwhile, several U.S. states have also
enacted long-term emissions reductions goals.
California3 and Hawaii4 are targeting net-zero
emissions by 2045, while New York5 aims to reach
that goal by 2050. Colorado has a goal to achieve
90% reductions by 2050,6 with Maine7 and New
Jersey8 seeking 80% reductions by mid-century.

Moving away from oil in the transportation
sector is not as simple as an electric vehicle
in every driveway. Electric vehicles work well
for many applications, but for others, oil’s
nature as an energy-dense liquid is more
difficult to replace.

Nonetheless, emissions continue apace. May 2020
saw the highest concentration of carbon dioxide
ever recorded at the Mauna Loa Observatory,9
where emissions have been monitored since 1959,
despite recent short-term emissions reductions due

The IPCC Fifth Assessment Report reflects that
global transportation emissions continue to rise
significantly, and projects that transport sector
emissions may rise faster than other end-uses by
2050, if no new mitigation actions are taken.11
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FIGURE 1: ATMOSPHERIC CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION, MAUNA LOA OBSERVATORY
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TRANSPORTATION IS A SIGNIFICANT PORTION
OF ENERGY USE AND GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS

When one thinks about technologies that are
emblematic of the fight against climate change,
electric vehicles (EVs) are high on the list. Oil is
the dominant fuel for transportation today, but oil
companies are now facing public backlash, with
pressure on banks to stop funding oil projects13
and lawsuits attempting to hold oil companies
accountable for climate damage.14 EVs are a
pathway away from oil, allowing transportation
to tap into abundant and inexpensive renewable
power. Global electric vehicle sales have surged
over the last decade15 particularly in China, which
accounted for approximately 45% of EVs on the
road in 2018.16

Transportation is a central feature of modern life.
Globalization has steadily increased the movement
of goods and people, and transportation is one
of the largest energy use sectors. Pre-pandemic,
transport made up 29% of global primary energy
use18 and around 25% of global energy-related
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.19
During the COVID-19 pandemic, transportation has
taken a particularly large hit, as people stopped
commuting and travelling, and factories shut down.
In areas with tight lockdowns due to the virus,
road transportation saw declines of 50 to 75%.20
Meanwhile, freight transport has declined somewhat
during the pandemic21 and passenger aviation
demand has plummeted.22 It remains to be seen
how quickly transportation and overall economic
activity will recover as the pandemic recedes, but

Yet moving away from oil in the transportation
sector is not as simple as an electric vehicle in
every driveway. Electric vehicles work well for many
applications, but for others, oil’s nature as an
energy-dense liquid is more difficult to replace.17
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FIGURE 2: GLOBAL FINAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
BY SECTOR, 2018

reduced GHG emissions in the electricity sector,
namely, plummeting prices for renewable electricity
and inexpensive natural gas in the United States.
In 2017, the transportation sector made up 27% of
emissions in the EU and is the only main European
economic sector in which GHG emissions have
increased compared to 1990 levels.25
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In middle-income and developing countries, lower
ownership of personal vehicles and smaller distances
traveled result in lower GHG emissions from
transportation than in more developed economies,
totaling 8.6% of total emissions in China26 and 12%
in India.27 Still, global transportation emissions have
more than doubled since 1970,28 and transport
emissions are projected to continue to rise at faster
rates in these countries than in the developed world,
as consumer demand for personal transport rises.29
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the underlying systems of transportation have not
changed as a result of the virus.

OIL DOMINATES TRANSPORTATION FUEL TODAY

Transport emissions are particularly large in the
developed world. In the United States, transportation
is the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions,
with 29% of the total.24 The transportation sector
has not benefitted from the tailwinds that have

The transport sector is the least-diversified energyend use sector, dominated by oil. In 2019, petroleum
fuels accounted for 91% of U.S. transportation,30
and 95% in the EU as of 2018.31 Road transport

FIGURE 3: TRANSPORTATION EMISSIONS, OECD VERSUS NON-OECD COUNTRIES, 1990-2015
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is the largest segment of global oil demand today,
making up 42.2 million barrels per day (mbd) out of
97.7 mbd of global oil demand, or 43%.34

The transition away from oil in light vehicles
has begun…
Cars, light trucks, and two-wheelers are the easiest
place to start in decarbonizing the transportation
sector, and that transition has already begun. From
2011 to 2018, EV sales in the United States grew
91%,36 and the International Energy Agency projects
that there will be 125 million electric cars on the
road by 2030.37 Longer-term estimates of EV sales
vary considerably, based on assumptions about
policy and technology. Low-penetration scenarios
call for 305 million passenger EVs by 2040,38 15%
of the global fleet, while very optimistic scenarios
call for as many as 900 million EVs by that time,
accounting for nearly half of the fleet.39 While
estimates of electric vehicle growth vary, there is
consensus that increased cost-competitiveness
and government regulations will push both supply
and demand.

FIGURE 4: GLOBAL OIL DEMAND BY SECTOR, 2018
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Pre-pandemic, transport made up 29% of
global primary energy use and around 25%
of global energy-related carbon dioxide
emissions.

Why does oil dominate the transportation sector? The
reason is simple — fuels made from oil have attributes
that make them nearly ideal transportation fuels.
Modes of transport don’t just carry their passengers
or freight; they also carry the fuel required to make the
journey. Thus, the ideal transportation fuel is energy
dense — meaning that it contains a lot of energy for
its weight and volume. Petroleum-based fuels meet
this criterion. Liquid fuels enabled the development
of the internal combustion engine, which powers the
overwhelming majority of today’s transport. Finally,
liquid fuels are ideal for transportation because they
are easy to move from production to storage to final
use in a vehicle — they can be easily pumped into an
on-board tank.

Electric vehicles and greater efficiency in vehicles
with internal combustion engines are reducing
the oil consumption of the light vehicle fleet.
The International Energy Agency estimates in its
New Policies Scenario that oil demand from light
vehicles will peak in the early 2020s,40 despite
strong growth in the number of vehicles on the road.
Efficiency improvements are the most important
contribution to this trend in the near term, with
fuel substitution, especially electrification, also
contributing. Electric vehicles are currently leading
the race to remake the light vehicle fleet, but other
technologies, especially hydrogen fuel cells, also
have great potential.

However, the transportation sector is not
homogenous. Some parts will be easier to
decarbonize than others. Replacing oil will be
easier in smaller vehicles carrying lighter loads with
frequent opportunities for refueling. Each of these
qualities makes the energy density of oil-based
fuels less important, making way for alternative onboard energy sources, like batteries or hydrogen.

In the United States, cars and light trucks
accounted for 55% of U.S. transportation energy
use in 2017.41 Commercial and freight transport
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accounted for 24%, non-highway transport for
22%. The breakdown between on-road and nonhighway transport is similar in Europe, where 82%
of transport energy use is on the road.42

COVID-19 pandemic but are likely to recover as the
economy does.
In these sectors, a number of strategies will be
needed for decarbonization. Substitution with lowercarbon biofuels, hydrogen, or synthetic fuels made
with captured CO2 are options. But the expense
and land use implications (in the case of biofuels)
of these fuels means that efficiency improvements
and changes to vehicle operation will be needed to
keep overall costs down.

…But heavy transportation lags behind
However, displacing oil in the non-light vehicle
portion of the transportation sector is more difficult.
In heavy trucking, shipping, and aviation, moving
people or goods over long distances makes the
energy density of fuel particularly important. The
energy density of batteries is orders of magnitude
lower than petroleum fuels, making heavy transport
more difficult to electrify. For these sectors, lower
carbon fuels that mimic the useful characteristics
of petroleum fuels are a promising pathway for
decarbonization. Biofuels or fuels produced using
electricity, such as hydrogen and synthetic fuels,
are the likely substitutes in long-distance transport,
but these fuels have their own inherent limitations.
Since liquid fuels are so important in these sectors,
minimizing liquid fuel use in light transportation
(and in other sectors of the economy) will be crucial
to saving those fuels for where they are most
needed. This issue is especially important in the
case of biofuels, where land use constraints limit
their production.

A number of studies have considered pathways
to achieve the decarbonization goals of the Paris
Agreement. Even in the most ambitious scenarios,
decarbonization of the transportation sector is
incomplete. The Sustainable Development Solutions
Network’s “Pathways to Deep Decarbonization”
study found that freight transport is one of the
most difficult sectors to decarbonize.45 In the
International Energy Agency’s “Below 2 Degree
Scenario,” only two- and three-wheeled vehicles
and rail completely decarbonize by 2060. In Shell’s
“Sky Scenario,” more than half of global car sales
are electric by 2030, extending to all cars by 2050.
However, across all other forms of transport, the
Sky Scenario relies on biofuels as the energy-dense
liquid fuel of choice.46

Unfortunately, the harder-to-abate portions of
transportation are also among the fastest growing.
The International Energy Agency estimates that oil
demand in aviation will increase more than 50%43
and in trucking by 25% by 2040.44 Miles traveled in
these sectors tend to track closely with economic
growth; they have declined rapidly during the

Even in the heavy transportation sector, the
different forms of transport face different
challenges. For this paper, I’ve separated
road transport from aviation and marine
shipping to discuss the challenges and
possibilities of decarbonization for each sector.

ENERGY DENSITY AND BATTERIES
Why can’t we electrify all of the transportation sector? Why are we not talking about battery powered
ocean liners or jets? Energy density provides the answer.
Pound for pound, gasoline is much more energy dense than today’s electric vehicle batteries. With
today’s best battery technology, you need about 40 pounds of battery to store the same energy as one
pound of gasoline, or 240 pounds of battery per gallon.
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This extreme difference in energy density might make electrifying any vehicle seem difficult, but electricity
also has some factors working in its favor. Electric motors are a lot more efficient than internal combustion
engines at transferring energy to the car’s wheels — they don’t waste nearly as much energy in the form
of heat. Drivetrains in electric vehicles are also simpler and lighter, so some of the extra battery weight
is offset by less weight in other parts of the car. For both of these reasons, you don’t need to carry as
much energy in an electric vehicle to travel the same distance. For example, the 2020 Chevy Bolt has a
259-mile range, but its battery only holds the equivalent of 1.8 gallons of gasoline in terms of energy.47
Factoring in efficiency and the lighter drivetrain, a passenger car needs about 50 pounds of battery
today to provide the same travel range as a gallon of gasoline, or about nine pounds of battery per
pound of gasoline. This differential in energy per unit of weight explains why battery powered airplanes
or ships for all but short distances are not on the menu of options. Batteries are just not energy dense
enough to do the job. Researchers are hard at work on lighter and less expensive batteries, but the
level of improvement required will be too much for these long-distance forms of transportation in the
foreseeable future. Deep decarbonization in these sectors will require a different solution.
WEIGHT OF FUEL
FIGURE
5: WEIGHT OF FUEL
Gasoline carries much more energy per unit of weight than a battery. A gas-powered car with a 12.4-gallon tank carries 77.5 pounds of gasoline.
77.5 lb fuel =
12.4 gal gas
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A 77.5-pound battery, in contrast, would only carry an electric car 21 miles.

77.5 lb battery

Based on 2020 Chevrolet Bolt EV 21 miles

An electric car with a range of 360 miles would need a 1,334 pound battery.

1,334 lb battery

Based on 2020 Chevrolet Bolt EV
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Source:The Brookings Institution
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MEDIUM AND HEAVY-DUTY ROAD
TRANSPORTATION

since they typically travel short distances in a day
and return to central terminals. Unlike consumers,
such companies are less likely to suffer from sticker
shock at the higher upfront cost of electric vehicles,
and instead consider lower fuel and maintenance
costs. Finally, many of these companies have a
public face and environmental policies are an
important part of their engagement with customers.
In this vein, companies like Amazon and DHL are
working to electrify their local delivery fleets.56
Nonetheless, heavier vehicles traveling longer
distances are more difficult to decarbonize, and are
the focus of this section.

Medium- and heavy-duty vehicles constitute a middle
ground between the relatively easy to electrify light
vehicle sector and the very difficult aviation and marine
sectors. Numerous vehicle types and duty cycles make
up the sector, and these characteristics determine
what decarbonization options work best. Data for
road shipment of freight is widely available and an
important component of fuel use and greenhouse gas
emissions in the sector, but the sector also consists
of buses and service vehicles, like garbage trucks and
specialized construction equipment.

Efficiency can begin the decarbonization
process

Road transportation of freight accounts for 20% of
global oil demand and has been the fastest sector
of oil demand growth since 2000.49 Road freight
transport is a flexible, but inefficient way of moving
goods. Rail and marine transport of goods both use
about 15% of the energy of road transport.50

Efficiency standards for medium- and heavy- duty
vehicles are at a much earlier stage of development
than those for light-duty vehicles. Additionally, the
wide range in vehicle types and duty cycles makes
regulating efficiency more challenging than for light
duty vehicles. In 2005, Japan became the first
country to establish heavy-duty vehicle efficiency
standards, whereas the United States established
the world’s first light-duty standards in the 1970s.
By 2020, several countries had developed heavyduty vehicle fuel efficiency standards, including
Argentina,57 Brazil,58 Canada,59 China,60 India,61
Japan,62 Mexico,63 and the United States,64 as well
as the European Union.65

The rise of e-commerce is rapidly changing
the market for smaller, more local delivery
vehicles. These vehicles are prime targets
for electrification, since they typically travel
short distances in a day and return to central
terminals.
Road freight transport accounts for half of global
diesel demand.51 With globalization, trade, and
increasing consumer demand, the freight intensity
of the economy is increasing.52 The International
Energy Agency estimates road freight comprises
approximately 7% of world energy-related CO2
emissions (nearly double that of aviation).53 Global
freight demand is strongly correlated with gross
domestic product (GDP) — demand for goods
drives further need for their transport.54 Freight
carbon dioxide emissions comprise 12% of U.S.
emissions.55

Economics drives efficiency improvements in road
freight transport, even in the absence of regulation.
Improvements in system efficiency can deliver
emissions reductions. For example, Germany and
Austria have used dedicated freight corridors for
enhanced efficiency66 and urban consolidation
centers centralize the distribution of goods in
many cities in the Netherlands.67 Truck operation
can make a difference as well. Vehicle speeds
and weight can be optimized for fuel-efficiency.68
The practice of platooning — or connecting the
acceleration and braking of two or more trucks
together in a convoy using sensors — could save up
to 4% of total fuel consumption.69

The rise of e-commerce is rapidly changing the
market for smaller, more local delivery vehicles.
These vehicles are prime targets for electrification,
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There are significant efficiency gains available in
diesel engines. Improvements in turbocharging
technology allow smaller diesel engines to provide
the same level of performance. IHS Markit
estimates that achieving a 43% reduction in CO2
emissions (over a 2015 baseline) in a Class 8
truck (one weighing more than 33,000 pounds)
by 2030 to meet EU standards would cost about
$40,000 per vehicle.70 For comparison, a typical
new Class 8 truck costs about $120,000.71 Most
of the additional cost is in light-weighting the
vehicle and in maximizing engine efficiency.

the weight of freight that it can haul. Long-haul Class
8 trucks, like tractor-trailers, or semi-trucks, have
a total weight limit of 80,000 pounds, including
the vehicle and payload. A battery with 500 miles
of range would add 10,000 pounds to the vehicle
weight, a substantial cut in hauling capacity.75
Raising the weight limit somewhat for electric trucks
could help with this challenge, as could a smaller
battery, resulting in shorter vehicle range.
Electric heavy-duty trucks also pose charging
challenges. Because they will have much larger
battery storage than an electric passenger vehicle,
they will also require more power for charging. Fast
chargers for personal vehicles deliver 50 to 150
kilowatts (kW) of electricity, charging a vehicle
completely in roughly 30 minutes to two hours,
depending on the battery size and charging rate.76
(Level 2 home chargers deliver around 10 kW,
for four to 10 hours of charging time.) The scale
changes completely for large trucks. Battery sizes
as large as 1000 kW-hours require very high-power
flows to charge quickly. A light vehicle fast charger
could take as long as 20 hours to charge such a
large battery. Overnight charge times might be
fine for many local applications but raise a serious
challenge for long-haul trucking.

Deeper decarbonization requires new
technology
Improvements in diesel truck technology raise
the bar that new decarbonized technologies must
meet to be competitive. Electrification is a good
option for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles that
operate in limited areas and follow set routes,
since they can refuel frequently at a central
location. Buses are the low-hanging fruit; more
than 136,000 electric buses were sold in 2019,
mostly in China.72 The city of Shenzhen has
entirely electrified its fleet of more than 16,000
buses.73 Urban delivery vehicles, drayage trucks
and other vehicles at ports, and service vehicles
like garbage trucks are other relatively easy
targets for electrification. Amazon has committed
to purchasing 100,000 electric delivery vans from
Rivian, with delivery starting in 2021.74

Chargers with very high rates are one potential
solution. Chargers rated as high as 3 megawatts
(MW), or 3000 kW, are in development for
heavy duty trucks.77 These have the advantage
of charging trucks in a similar time to refueling
with diesel, making long-haul battery trucks
more economic for hauling companies, since
time is money in this application. However, these
chargers have serious implications for the power
grid, particularly if there are several of them in
a single location, such as at a highway truck
stop. This high level of discontinuous, “lumpy”
power draw is a challenge for the grid and will
require battery storage or distributed generation
to balance the load. Proactive grid expansion
of electrical infrastructure at designated truck
charging stops would be needed as such heavy
trucks are deployed. Slower chargers lighten the

Electrification is a good option for mediumand heavy-duty vehicles that operate in
limited areas and follow set routes, since
they can refuel frequently at a central
location. Buses are the low-hanging fruit.
For long-haul electric trucks, range and payload are
the primary and interrelated challenges. Batteries
are heavy compared to liquid fuel — extending the
truck’s range with extra batteries takes away from
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load on the power grid but raise challenges of land
use and space to accommodate trucks for the
longer charging time, in addition to the economic
challenge of more downtime for refueling.

Hydrogen is another alternative fuel that has
potential in trucking. Hydrogen-fueled trucks have
electric drivetrains and use the hydrogen to produce
electricity in a fuel cell. Thus, these trucks have
many of the same advantages as electric vehicles
— a lighter, simpler, and more efficient drivetrain
— without the disadvantage of the heavy battery
and long refueling time. However, the hydrogen
truck market is less advanced than that for electric
trucks, primarily because of the need for extensive
infrastructure to produce and distribute hydrogen.
Also, to achieve its potential, hydrogen for trucking
would need to be produced by splitting water
molecules through the process of electrolysis,
using renewable electricity, rather than the process
of steam reforming methane that is more common
today. Nonetheless, hydrogen trucks are under
development. Kenworth and Toyota are partnering
to develop a hydrogen-fueled Class 8 truck,79
Cummins has hydrogen trucks in development,80
and start-up Nikola has hydrogen trucks on the
market today.81

Wireless charging imbedded in road
surfaces or charging from overheard wires
are both possible but require very large
infrastructure investments.
Charging along a route is an additional possibility
for electric heavy vehicles. Applications of wireless
charging technology are already in use in fleets
where vehicles follow a set route. For example, in
California, the Antelope Valley Transit Authority
operates a fleet of electric buses with 250 kW
inductive charging pads in the pavement at some
transit centers. The all-electric buses can top off
their batteries during planned longer stops at these
centers, meaning that they can run for the same
number of hours per day as the diesel buses they
replaced.78 This technology is more difficult for large
vehicles that need route flexibility, like long-haul
trucks. Wireless charging imbedded in road surfaces
or charging from overheard wires are both possible
but require very large infrastructure investments.
Such infrastructure could be built on main shipping
routes, with vehicles relying on battery storage for
“last mile” travel on smaller roads.

In addition to the technology, the fragmented
structure of the long-haul trucking industry raises
challenges for decarbonization investments. In the
United States, a strong majority of trucks are owned
by companies that operate 20 trucks or fewer.82 In
Asia, nearly 90% of trucks are owned by individual
drivers.83 Smaller companies are less able to take
risks on new technology or provide dedicated
refueling infrastructure, and they have less access
to capital to cover up-front costs of trucks and
changing technology. Smaller companies are also
less likely to face public pressure to take the lead
in new technology, since they are not household
names and are often privately owned, and thus do
not face pressure from shareholders or investors.
Smaller companies operate in a competitive market
with thin margins. Operators of 20 trucks or fewer
only consider technologies with paybacks ranging
from six to 36 months (averaging a year), while
those operating fleets of 500 trucks or more still
only consider a payback periods of 18-48 months
(averaging two years).84 Lack of information about
efficient technologies and split incentive problems

In addition to electrification, alternative fuels could
provide pathways to decarbonization. Biofuels and
other liquid fuel types that are compatible with
today’s infrastructure and engines provide an easy
pathway. However, these types of fuels are more
needed in the harder to decarbonize aviation and
maritime sectors. Diesel made from agricultural
products or waste is blended into some fuel today,
for compliance with the Federal Renewable Fuels
Standard and the California Low Carbon Fuel
Standard. Even if road transport is not the highest
and best use of these fuels over time, regulations for
the trucking industry are encouraging development
and scale-up of the technology.
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(especially when the operator does not own the
truck) are additional barriers to investments in
efficient and alternative fuel trucks.

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) is testing
the principles for decarbonizing heavy transport with
a new rule passed in June 2020. The rule requires
growing numbers of zero-emissions medium- and
heavy-duty truck sales over time, beginning in 2024,
with all sales being zero-emissions by 2045.85 CARB
does not specify the technology in the rule, but electric
trucks are certainly ahead of other technologies in
development, particularly in the medium-duty segment.
At the same time, utilities on the U.S. West Coast are
working to provide the charging infrastructure that
new electric vehicles will need. The West Coast Clean
Transit Corridor Initiative is a consortium of utilities in
Washington, Oregon, and California. It issued a report
in June 2020, just days before the new CARB rule,
recommending the development of charging stations
at 50-mile intervals along Interstate 5, the main artery
connecting the three states. The first phase of these
stations would be designed for medium-duty vehicles
and completed by 2025, with the second stage adding
charging for heavy-duty trucks at half the stations by
2030.86 Providing sufficient power to the stations will
be a challenge that will require new infrastructure,
especially those stations located in rural areas. At the
medium-duty phase, peak demand from a station
would be 3.5 MW, but those stations upgraded to
handle heavy-duty trucks will have up to 10 additional
charging stations with a capacity of 2 MW each, for a
peak load of 23.5 MW.87

Freight trucking conclusions
In the heavy road transport sector, the easiest
parts to decarbonize are vehicles that follow
set routes for relatively short distances per day,
like buses, delivery trucks, and garbage trucks.
Alternative vehicles for these applications are
in commercial production and fleet operators
are gaining experience in their deployment. The
question is, how will this experience carry over to
heavy vehicles that travel longer routes without
such easy access to refueling infrastructure, like
long-distance freight trucks? Additionally, short
haul applications like drayage are today where
old trucks go to die. Changing these applications
into hotbeds of innovation will increase costs for
operators, and likely require government support to
finance the change.

Policy is needed to encourage the switch to
low-carbon heavy vehicles, but establishing
large-scale infrastructure requires a clear
technology winner.
Chicken-and-egg problems are likely with any
infrastructure-heavy solution, like hydrogen-fueled
vehicles, fast chargers along freight routes, or
on-route charging. Policy is needed to encourage
the switch to low-carbon heavy vehicles, but
establishing large-scale infrastructure requires a
clear technology winner. In short-haul applications,
operators are experimenting with different energy
carriers, like hydrogen or batteries, and different
refueling mechanisms, like fast-charging or on-route
charging. However, given the urgency of the climate
challenge and some jurisdictions’ very ambitious
decarbonization goals, clear winners may not emerge
fast enough to enable the infrastructure buildout.
Policy has the potential to drive vehicle uptake and
infrastructure development, but at the risk of not
allowing the technology competition to fully play out.

The combination of the new CARB rule and a utility
push for charging infrastructure may overcome
the chicken-and-egg problem of vehicles and
infrastructure. Although the rule is technology neutral,
it will give electric trucks a firm head start in the
California market. Fifteen Northeast states and the
District of Columbia have signed a memorandum of
understanding to follow the California standard.88 The
size of these markets combined might be enough to
compel the construction of charging infrastructure
on the East Coast as well. Although these policy
developments may jump start the construction
of charging infrastructure for heavy and medium
trucks, they risk leaving development of hydrogen
infrastructure and vehicles behind. Hydrogen has
advantages in the overall energy system, particularly
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its ability to act as a storage mechanism when excess
zero-carbon electricity is available. While pushing the
adoption of electric vehicles that can reduce emissions
today, policymakers would do well to not abandon
hydrogen, even though it is at an earlier stage of
development. There may be room in the heavy ground
transport sector for both electric and hydrogen-fueled
vehicles, and hydrogen could provide synergies with
the rest of a decarbonized energy system.

models.91 Improvements are likely to continue over
time. A recent study found that the fuel consumption
of new aircraft can be cost-effectively reduced by 25%
in 2024 and 40% in 2034.92 This calculation only
considers airline profitability and cost of capital; if a
carbon price or ecological considerations were added,
further improvements would become cost effective.

The airplane has to lift enough fuel for the
entire flight to its cruising altitude, a clear
energy challenge. This fact makes energy
efficiency a key consideration in aircraft
design and airline profitability.

THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES: AVIATION AND
MARINE SHIPPING
Although aviation is the most energy-intensive way of
moving people and freight and marine shipping is the
least intensive, aviation and shipping share important
characteristics. Both generally involve large vehicles
traveling long distances. Frequent refueling is often not
possible, except in the case of city-to-city air shuttles
or ferries. Both also share the challenge of emissions
that occur in international airspace or waters, outside
of country boundaries.89 Aviation and marine shipping
have strong international governing bodies that
set goals for decarbonization and environmental
performance. The much more diffuse global trucking
industry does not have this level of organization or
centralized goal setting. Finally, the aviation and
shipping industries are much more concentrated
in their ownership than freight trucking. The top 10
commercial airlines own nearly one-quarter of the
world’s commercial aircraft fleet.90

Fuel weight even factors into what routes airlines
choose to fly. In 2013, Singapore Airlines cancelled
its Newark to Singapore non-stop flight amid high
oil prices, because the amount of fuel needed
severely limited the number of passengers the flight
could carry. The flight carried only 100 passengers,
all in business class, on the more than 9,300-mile
flight. The airplane was basically a flying fuel tanker.
More efficient airplanes (and lower fuel prices)
have made such ultra-long flights possible again,
this time in a more efficient carbon-fiber plane
with 161 passengers. The new flight on that route
carries 44,000 gallons of jet fuel for the journey,
one-quarter less than the previous flight.93
Pre-pandemic, aviation was responsible for two
to four percent of global CO2 emissions,94 but this
sector was projected to grow rapidly, as economic
growth made air travel accessible to more people.
However, the aviation industry has been particularly
hard-hit during the global pandemic. Consumer
demand for flying plummeted, with commercial
flights dropping 74% from their 2019 level by midApril 2020.95 Prior to the pandemic, the International
Energy Agency estimated that fuel demand in
aviation would increase more than 50% by 2040
and the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) estimated even greater growth, with 2.2
to 3.1 times greater fuel consumption projected
by 2045, even with continued improvements in
aircraft technology and operations efficiency.96

Aviation
Of all the sectors in transportation, the energy density
challenge is most acute and easy to understand in
aviation. The airplane has to lift enough fuel for the
entire flight to its cruising altitude, a clear energy
challenge. This fact makes energy efficiency a key
consideration in aircraft design and airline profitability.
New airplanes are significantly more fuel-efficient
than older models, with improvements in engine
efficiency and aerodynamics, and more lightweight
materials. Airplanes recently designed from scratch,
like the Boeing 787 and the Airbus A350, take
maximum advantage of these changes and are
as much as 25% more efficient than older similar
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The air transport industry has ambitious goals to
prevent a rapid rise in emissions. The International
Air Transport Association (IATA), the trade
association for the world’s airlines, has established
goals of carbon-neutral growth in aviation after
2020 and of reducing the sector’s net greenhouse
gas emissions to 50% below 2005 levels by 2050.97
Given how difficult emissions reductions are in
aviation, IATA established the Carbon Offsetting
and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation
(CORSIA) to finance emissions reductions in other
sectors. Airlines from countries participating in the
first phase will require offsets to account for growth
in emissions beginning in 2021.98 Alternative plane

designs,99 engine efficiency, weather-optimized
routes,100 and improved air traffic control101 are
some tools to reduce emissions over time.
Given the energy density challenge, alternative
liquid fuels that mimic the useful qualities of fossil
fuels, including bio-based fuels, alcohol-to-jet,
and power-to-liquids, are the best options for the
aviation sector. However, some estimates indicate
that even 100% replacement of petroleum jet
fuel with alternative fuels in 2050 could result in
an absolute increase in total GHG emissions from
the sector over their 2005 level, owing to growth in
demand for air travel.102

BIOFUELS, LAND USE, AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Biofuels often come up in discussions of how to decarbonize heavy transportation. They share an important
advantage with fossil fuels — they are energy dense liquids. Biofuels make up a significant part of road
transportation fuel in some countries today. Much of the gasoline pool in the United States contains 10%
ethanol, mostly produced from corn. Brazil is the second largest producer of biofuel after the United States,
with ethanol (mostly from sugarcane) blended into gasoline at 27% and biodiesel at 10%.103
However, biofuels are not a panacea. First generation biofuels — those produced from food crops — can
cause rising food prices and competition for arable land. They also provide a relatively small improvement
over fossil fuels in terms of GHG emissions. Ethanol produced from corn averages only a 20% reduction
in GHG emissions compared to gasoline,104 and if biofuel production from food crops displaces forest, the
net GHG emissions can actually be higher than fossil fuels.105 More relevant to the heavy transport market,
the production of palm oil, a source of heavier biofuels like diesel, is a key driver of tropical deforestation.
Biofuels made from palm oil do not reduce GHG emissions compared to fossil diesel unless the palm
plantation was already in production or was established on degraded land, rather than cleared forest.106
Land use is an even bigger challenge to relying on biofuels to fuel heavy transport. Biomass is used to meet
a number of human needs, including food, feed for livestock, and fiber. In a low-carbon world, demand for
biological feedstocks in other sectors, such as bioplastics, will grow. Yet the earth’s ability to provide these
feedstocks has limits, especially the need to conserve forests and other ecosystems. Alexandre Strapasson,
Jeremy Woods, Helena Chum, Nicole Kalas, Nilay Shah, and Frank Rosillo-Calle note that bioenergy’s
potential is limited by “land availability, photosynthetic constraints, the sustainable management of nutrients
and water resources, and the nature and rate of investments toward these ends.”107 A high biofuel scenario,
where biofuels provide 170 exojoules (EJ) per year of energy by 2050 (18% of primary energy supply),
would use approximately 390 million hectares of dedicated cropland, an area equal to 8% of today’s global
agricultural land.108 However, the world’s population is projected to reach 9.8 billion people by 2050 and
food demand is on course to rise by more than 50%.109 A focus on agricultural efficiency will be crucial
to achieve this level of food and fuel production, along with a systems approach to land management.
Nonetheless, bioenergy crops could be helpful to ecosystems in some places, for instance in restoring
degraded lands, improving water quality by absorbing excess nutrients, and restoring habitats for wildlife.110
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Biofuels are the only alternative aviation fuels
available today. Small quantities of aviation
biofuels, produced from waste fats and vegetable
oils, are used today in the United States111 and
Europe,112 blended into the existing supply of
petroleum-based jet fuel. One manufacturer of
such fuel claims that its GHG emissions are as
much as 80% lower than those from petroleum
jet fuel.113 However, the supply of waste fats and
oils for use as feedstock is small compared to jet
fuel demand. Additional sustainable sources for
jet fuel feedstock include vegetable oils (such as
soy or canola), cellulosic energy crops (such as
switchgrass or Miscanthus) grown on unused land,
waste destined for landfills, and crop and forestry
residues (such as corn stover or small branches
from logging). Drop-in jet fuel produced from these
feedstocks could deliver 80% to 90% reductions in
fuel carbon intensity.114

inside would weigh less.116 Additionally, although
the use of hydrogen in aviation brings to mind the
Hindenburg for many people, hydrogen is more
difficult to ignite than jet fuel, dissipates quickly
if the fuel tank is breached, and burns at a lower
temperature if ignited, all features that make it
safer in case of an accident.117
Hydrogen can be used in aviation in two different
ways: in a fuel cell to make electricity or through
direct combustion as a fuel. Electricity could be
used to power a propeller in a small plane, but jet
engines need the thrust that direct combustion
provides.118 Hydrogen fuel cells could also be used
along with a normal jet engine to power the nonpropulsion systems on the aircraft; Airbus and
Boeing are both researching the use of fuel cells in
this way.119
An important impediment to the use of hydrogen in
aviation is that it would require redesigned airplanes
and completely new infrastructure. Liquid hydrogen
fuel tanks must be very insulated to keep the fuel at
low temperature and do not fit in the aircraft wings,
where standard jet fuel tanks are located.120

Some estimates indicate that even 100%
replacement of petroleum jet fuel with
alternative fuels in 2050 could result in an
absolute
in total GHG emissions
from the sector over their 2005 level, owing
to growth in demand for air travel.

Marine shipping
Fuel demand and GHG emissions in marine
shipping are following a similar trajectory to
aviation. Estimates suggest that 90% of global
trade is conducted via the seas121 and sea trade is
projected to grow by about 3% per year into the early
2020s.122 Shipping is responsible for approximately
2.2123 to 3% of global CO2 emissions,124 and, as of
2016, 12% of global transport sector energy use was
for marine freight.125 Nonetheless, marine freight
has the lowest energy use and GHG emissions of
freight transport methods; emissions can be less
than one-tenth of those from transporting freight by
truck.126

Biofuels for aviation today make up much less than
1% of total aviation fuel demand.115 Such fuels are
expensive and current policy incentivizes biofuels
for the road transport sector, rather than aviation.
Although aviation biofuel can be used to comply
with the U.S. Renewable Fuel Standard’s advanced
biofuel target, no regulation compels blending of
biofuel into aviation fuel, unlike the road sector.
Hydrogen is another possibility for decarbonization
of aviation. Hydrogen has some advantages over
fossil jet fuel and similar biofuels — the energy
density by weight of liquid hydrogen is 2.5 times
that of fossil jet fuel. However, its energy density by
volume is four times smaller than fossil jet, meaning
that fuel tanks would be larger even though the fuel

A transition is currently occurring in marine fuel,
as the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
regulation limiting the sulfur content of marine fuels
to no more than 0.5% came into effect in January
2020.127 Ships with exhaust gas scrubbers can
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continue to use the higher sulfur fuel, while others
are switching to lower sulfur fuels, including liquified
natural gas (LNG). In its Stated Policies Scenario,
the International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasts that
LNG consumption in marine freight could comprise
13% of shipping fuel by 2040, reaching nearly 50
billion cubic meters.128 The new IMO regulation is
an important change in marine fuels, which up to
now have been the dirtiest, bottom-of-the-barrel
fuels, although the sulfur limit is still much higher
than that allowed in road fuels in the United States
and Europe. Using more “premium” fuels today,
such as marine diesel or LNG, may begin the
process of thinking of marine fuel differently, and
pave the way toward more decarbonized fuels later.
The goal of IMO rule is reducing air pollution, rather
than GHG emissions. Nonetheless, estimates
suggest that switching to LNG could achieve a 1028% reduction in CO2 emissions, though some of
these reductions might be offset through increased
methane emissions from evaporating fuel.129

Commercial airplanes and container ships both
have longer lifespans than heavy trucks, up to 25 to
30 years. Their use doesn’t change significantly over
their lifetime, although short-haul airplanes have
shorter lives than long-haul, since the number of
pressurization cycles limits their longevity. Trucks,
on the other hand, have useful lives of 15 years or
so, and tend to change use as they age. New trucks
are used for long-haul fleets, while older trucks go
to lower mileage uses.
The lower turnover rate for airplanes and ships
sounds like a challenge, but an important part of
the decarbonization solution for these sectors is
likely to be drop-in fuels that can be blended with
fossil fuels and used in existing engines. Newer
equipment is more efficient, but reductions in GHG
emissions will be obtainable from older equipment
using new fuels. Additionally, airliners and container
ships often do not follow regular routes. Therefore,
whatever fuel they use must be widely available,
furthering the argument for fuels that can be used
in today’s equipment. Completely new fuels, such
as hydrogen, will face the same chicken-and-egg
infrastructure challenge as highway vehicles. Large
ports and airports may represent an easier target
than making hydrogen widely available on a nation’s
highways, but would require coordination across the
globe, a challenge not present in road transport.

In April 2018, the IMO announced a goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from the
shipping sector by at least 50% by 2050 compared
with 2008.130 A follow-up implementing plan
was released in October 2018,131 with member
states invited to submit proposals on short- and
medium-term plans, and working group meetings
held throughout 2019.132 Measures to reduce
marine emissions include retrofitting vessels for
efficiency,133 enhancing shipping route efficiency134
or alternative methods of propulsion such as
sails, hybrid electric engines, or hydrogen fuel cell
powered vessels. Deployment of alternative fuels
for maritime shipping is behind even the aviation
sector. Biofuels in the diesel range could be dropin fuels, but are much more expensive than heavy
fuel oil or marine gas oil, even with the low-sulfur
requirement. Alternative fuels like methanol and
dimethyl ether could be used in dual fuel engines.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has focused on decarbonizing the
transportation modes themselves, rather than on
shifting transport to lower-emissions modes. This
is not an accident — goods tend to travel by the
cheapest method that meets business needs, and
the cost of transportation is strongly correlated with
GHG emissions. Goods that are less perishable or
time-sensitive generally travel long distances via
ship, the mode with the lowest emissions. Switching
from air to sea isn’t practical for perishable goods
like fresh flowers or fish. On land, a shift from
trucking to rail might be possible in some areas.
However, goods that can travel by rail generally do,
because of its lower per-mile cost.

Aviation and marine shipping conclusions
Aviation and marine shipping are likely to be among
the last sectors to completely decarbonize, because
of their need for zero-carbon energy-dense fuels.
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Nonetheless, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
may bring about a long-term shift in transportation
patterns. Some pundits have begun to speculate
about how the pandemic may shift consumer
transport preferences, such as a preference for
personal vehicle travel over public transit for those
who can afford it,135 particularly as early studies
find correlations between public transit use and
higher death rates from COVID-19.136 Meanwhile,
other analyses point to adaptations public transport
authorities may need to take to make passengers
feel safer and to regain ridership rates, such
as increased disinfection or touchless payment
systems.137 Freight transport may also be affected
if businesses decide that shorter supply chains or
more local goods are more resilient in the face of a
global disruption like COVID-19.

a range of products.138 For example, the one plant
that produces bio-jet fuel in the United States today
also produces renewable diesel, gasoline, and
propane.139 Today’s requirements for advanced
biofuels to be blended with gasoline and diesel are
driving some production of bio-jet fuel, even though
the aviation sector is not included in the blending
law. As technologies to produce advanced biofuels
become more mature and less expensive, these
biorefineries could meet the needs of multiple
parts of the transportation system.
Nonetheless, today’s policies that concentrate
on low-carbon fuels for road transportation
may become more problematic over time. The
road transport sector has multiple options for
decarbonization and is somewhat easier to
decarbonize than aviation and maritime transport.
Policies aimed at road transport can begin the
process of developing and commercializing
alternative energy-dense liquid fuels, but the
highest and best use of these fuels is likely to be
in aviation and maritime, where their qualities are
most needed. Over time, policy will need to adjust
to directing these fuels to where they are most
needed, as it aims to move the entire transportation
system toward zero emissions.

Goods tend to travel by the cheapest method
that meets business needs, and the cost of
transportation is strongly correlated with
GHG emissions.
Unlike modal shifts, efficiency will be a crucial part of
decarbonizing heavy transport. Even as zero-carbon
fuels become more available, they are likely to be
more expensive than their fossil counterparts. (A
carbon price high enough to equalize these prices
is unlikely to be politically palatable.) Therefore,
continuing advancements in efficiency will make
the low-carbon transition easier and cheaper.
Already, efficiency is a strong consideration for those
operating fleets of airliners and long-distance trucks.
Higher fuel prices could further push efficiency
improvements in a virtuous cycle.

Further in the future, CO2 from carbon capture
technologies may be combined with hydrogen
produced from renewable electricity to produce
liquid fuels. In this world, difficult-to-decarbonize
industrial processes could be symbiotic with
transportation applications that need energydense liquid fuels. The technologies needed to
make this happen exist today, but not at scale, and
the overall process is very expensive compared to
existing sources of low-carbon liquids. It is akin to
running the combustion process backwards, with
the corresponding input of energy. However, as both
carbon capture and renewable electricity become
more widespread, conversion of CO2 to liquid fuels
could provide a robust market for captured CO2 and
a new source of fuel.

Producing low-carbon fuels for one part of the
transportation sector can have positive spillover
effects for other sectors. Two proven technologies
for producing fuels for heavy transportation from
sustainable biomass or waste — hydrotreating fatty
materials or gasifying solid materials and applying
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis — produce a range of
hydrocarbons, similar to refining crude oil to produce

Ultimately, the difficulty of decarbonizing heavy
transport raises challenges for policymakers.
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Policymakers generally want the market to pick
winning technologies, but the scale and pace
of change necessary in heavy transport may
make that process too slow to meet mid-century
decarbonization goals. When should policy move
away from a focus on improving efficiency in existing
fuels and engine types to move forward with new
technology? Is there a time at which policy must
pick a winner in this sector, even if a clear winner
hasn’t emerged in the market?

trucks, or standards that allow for offsets, like the
CORSIA program for airlines, are the policy levers
in use for reducing emission from heavy transport.
However, even these standards can pick winners
by forcing reliance on currently proven technology,
especially battery electric vehicles. Policymakers
must ensure that their actions do not crowd out
further advances in new fuels, especially hydrogen.
Hydrogen could have advantages over battery
electric vehicles in some applications, as well as
allowing a storage option for excess renewable
electricity generation, potentially aiding in grid
decarbonization as well. However, policy that locks
in an all-battery future today would preclude these
benefits. Policymakers must take care to strike a
balance between requiring improvements today
while still supporting development and pilot projects
of next generation fuels. Efficiently regulating and
transforming the heavy transport market will rely on
close coordination between technology and policy.

Policymakers must take care to strike a
balance between requiring improvements
today while still supporting development and
pilot projects of next generation fuels.
To date, technology-neutral standards, like
California’s zero emissions requirements for heavy
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